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1. Introduction: If you build a marathon, will they come? 

The inaugural Bay of Fundy International Marathon in Lubec, Maine, will be 

unique—uwith six miles in the United States and 20 miles in Canada. It is one of three 

marathons to cross the United States-Canada border, and the only one in which runners 

cross the border twice. The marathon’s planners believe that within five years, they can 

attract as many as 2,000 runners to their rural, remote region. The marathon’s planners 

are equally as ambitious in their aspirations that the marathon become transformational 

for the poor community of Lubec. 

For the border town of Lubec which connects by the Roosevelt International 

Bridge to Campobello Island, New Brunswick, Canada, these considerations provide an 

intriguing starting point of study--because rural Lubec is poised to project itself as a host 

community for a “destination marathon.” 

The Bay of Fundy International Marathon and 10K will take place in Lubec on 

Sunday, June 23, 2013. Marathoners start at the West Quoddy Lighthouse, run past 

clam flats and through Lubec, cross the bridge and the Canadian border. Then they run 

through Roosevelt Campobello International Park, toward the far point of Campobello 

Island. They turn back at East Quoddy 

Head Lighthouse on Campobello, re-cross 

the island, re-cross the bridge (and this 

time pass through the United States 

customs station). They finish along Water 

Street, the showcase of Lubec’s  



waterfront. Runners also pass two additional, smaller lighthouses, one in Lubec and the 

second on Campobello. When the marathon course was described recently to Ryan 

Lampa, a 20-year media specialist at Running USA, he responded: “You have an 

amazing race. This is the kind of marathon that the Wall Street Journal, or the New York 

Times, or CNN, would pay attention to.” 

1a. The Problem: A place of both poverty and promise 

With a population of 1,359, Lubec is the easternmost town in America (U.S. 

Census, 2010). Precisely how rural a community Lubec is must be described to 

communicate the backdrop for this planned marathon. For all but the summer months, 

Lubec is a slow, backward place. It is a town literally “on the edge”-11 miles from U.S. 

Route 1 on a two-lane road leading to the Atlantic waterfront, with the ocean beyond. A 

revival of Lubec’s Water Street has occurred in the last three or four years, through a 

combination of restaurant openings and seasonal arts programs that attract both first- 

time and returning visitors, all contributing to a sense of resurgence in this community. 

The tourists appreciate Lubec’s “magic” setting on the water as they walk amid 

weathered buildings hanging on from Lubec’s heyday of full employment in its sardine 

factories many decades ago. These tourists are the ones talking most positively about 

the town; those who call Lubec home year-round, not so much. 

Unlike the summer tourists with money to spend, Lubec’s local people are stuck 

in a difficult set of demographics. The 2010 U.S. Census suggests a picture of poverty. 

Families struggle to make ends meet, and jobs that pay more than the minimum wage 

are scarce. Residents of working age typically get by with a combination of low-wage  



seasonal jobs, and many receive unemployment checks through the winter months until 

the tourists return in late spring, when cash starts flowing around town again. There is a 

sizeable percentage of impoverished elderly living alone, the high school closed three 

years ago, and Lubec’s own people are leaving. 

There is much at stake on the larger landscape, too. Lubec is part of Washington 

County, itself Maine’s poorest county with the state's highest counts for families and 

children living in poverty, according to U.S. Census statistics. Lubec has numerous 

social problems as well-most disturbingly, an undercurrent of substance abuse and 

addiction across several age groups. The senior residents of the low-income housing 

units are largely sedentary and have not adopted active lifestyles (Hughes, Regional 

Medical Center of Lubec, 2013). 

Planning was already underway for the Bay of Fundy International Marathon in 

August 2012 when Alex Abboud, a Canadian blogger, consultant, and marathon runner, 

speculated that metropolitan areas would do better to invest in marathons than 

stadiums. He described on his blog how marathons across Canada and the United 

States are big business and booming. His own economic research on six marathons in 

western Canada showed that marathons are, in fact, reasonable investments for 

municipalities large and small (“On Cities, Ideas and Innovation,” Abboud, 2012). 

Abboud'’s reflections raised a theme that became the basis for this paper and project: If 

marathons produce an immediate economic impact and bring a windfall of tourism 

dollars to a big city, could the same thing happen on a smaller scale in a rural place 

anywhere in America? Until this year, staging a marathon in Lubec seemed unlikely,  



given that there is little history in Lubec of community events that attract outside 

attention. 

Believing that rural marathons can have as much relative economic and cultural 

impacts as urban ones, the local organizers currently working toward Lubec’s first-ever 

marathon are confident that a fledgling marathon in a rural place can indeed bring about 

an immediate economic impact. Conducted annually as a community-empowered 

event, a marathon can grow, thrive and even become truly transformative for a region. 

1b. The Proposed Solution: Setting out a course for change 

From a fresh perspective of one who moved to Lubec just one year ago, it is 

more fulfilling to take the high road, and imagine the possibilities that could enhance the 

community culture. If ever there was a rural community in Maine where a major 

community event could turn around a town, Lubec may be it. The premise of this 

research project is that an annual marathon could become a rallying point for this rural 

place. If a marathon can be organized to draw on best practices of the hundreds of 

marathons elsewhere in the United States, there could be formidable social and 

economic benefits for the host community. An annual marathon weekend could become 

something celebrated by residents of all ages and attitudes. Fortunately, more residents 

than just this writer are feeling Lubec’s promise of prosperity. 

This paper will present a “way forward” for the local Lubec marathon organizers 

to proceed on a path of hope. Their marathon is intended to become an annual event 

through building on its best points and becoming bigger each year. Those hopes will be 

reflected in terms of numbers of runners, sponsors and money raised for its selected  



charity. Done well, the Bay of Fundy International Marathon could lift the local people 

out of complacency and instill a new community pride. Done poorly, the marathon could 

fail in its initial year, reflecting negatively and immediately on the town and its residents, 

and becoming a one-time event not to be repeated. 

The committee members drew up their plans after seeing how three other 

marathons in Maine have made significant social and economic impacts in their cities 

and towns through the years. The marathons already well established in Maine are: 

« The Sugarloaf Marathon, which started 30 years ago in western Maine (at the 

Sugarloaf Mountain ski resort); 

« The Maine Marathon, which began 27 years ago in Portland, Maine's biggest 

city; and 

In Bar Harbor, the Mount Desert Island Marathon, Maine's “newest” at just 11 

years old (MarathonGuide.com). 

Looking toward these three marathons within Maine as close-to-home examples, 

and also learning from marathons across New England and America, the marathon 

organizers believe that their special event can become transformative for the region. 

The challenge lies in determining the right scope of the race in its first year, then 

carrying that out in a manner that successive editions of the event are also successful. 

1c. Asking Why: How “destination marathons” are significant 

Back in the mid-1970s, running didn’t become a lifestyle activity until the 

publication of Jim Fixx's Complete Book of Running in 1975. Marathons were not  



commonplace, and “destination marathon” wasn’t even a phrase. Nor was “sports 

tourism” in the academic sense. The published literature on sports tourism, therefore, 

has advanced alongside the so-called “running boom.” Running and road races of many 

distances shaped this explosion in exercise-minded households. Marathons fueled the 

“second running boom” in the 1980s, and running experts today talk even talk about the 

“third running boom” on the horizon. Much of what was written in the 1980s was more 

directed to the study of sports travel and tourism for participatory purposes, than to 

marathons. Those academic works coincided with the rise of running events in general, 

in particular footraces of several distances shorter than the 26.2 miles of a marathon. 

Well-known examples are 

« The Bay to Breakers 12K in San Francisco, which drew upward of 80,000 

runners year after year, 

« The Peachtree 10K in Atlanta, with its fields capped at 25,000; and 

« The Lilac Bloomsday 12K in Spokane, Washington, with 57,000 runners in 1988 

and reaching its all-time high of 61,000 in 1996 (Lilac Bloomsday website, 2013). 

The specific segment of marathons within sports tourism escalated in the mid- 

1990s, as marathons in major markets expanded across the country. People with active 

lifestyles and the incomes to afford leisure travel found their way to the most popular 

ones in big cities, such as the New York or Boston races. They also supported smaller 

niche marathons in desirable destinations, such as the Big Sur Marathon in northern 

California.  



Those also were the years marking the advent of the Internet, e-commerce and 

home computers in households everywhere. Runners could make their own flight and 

hotel arrangements online as travel planning shifted to Internet sales. In the 2000s, 

aggregator event sites on the Internet, such as MarathonGuide.com and Active.com, 

made possible research among marathons and registration for a specific marathon at 

the same time. 

With the continuing growth of the running boom in the last decade, the number of 

finishers of United States marathons became measured by the hundreds of thousands. 

Not surprisingly, the business of marathon running swiftly developed into its own 

industry, complete with technical footwear, sophisticated sports watches, and energy 

drinks and gels. In 2011 there were an estimated 720 U.S. marathons (Running USA). 

Notably, this figure is countered by a smaller number of marathons (523) for the same 

year in a contrasting report from the website MarathonGuide.com, another industry 

authority. Nonetheless, either figure stands in contrast to approximately 200 marathons 

in 1985 and 300 marathons in 2000 (Running USA, 2012). As for yearly-finisher 

numbers, Running USA, which tracks industry trends, shows that there were as many 

as 518,000 marathon “finishes” in 2011, while MarathonGuide.com reported that there 

were 523,000 marathon “finishes” in 2011. Clearly, marathon statistics are not absolute 

in this still-growing industry! 

There were six marathons in America in 2011 with more than 19,000 finishers: in 

New York City (47,133); Chicago (35,755); Boston (23,913); Washington, D.C. (21,042); 

Los Angeles (19,902); and Honolulu (19,102), according to Running USA. Cities close 

their major streets for these mega-marathons. In turn, these marathon weekends deliver  



exceptional economic impacts each year, sometimes measured in the millions of 

dollars. Every city and town today wants a marathon of its own, because annual 

marathons as participatory sporting events that bring hundreds and sometimes 

thousands of out-of-state runners to a municipality are as popular as ever across 

America. 

But what about the balance of those 520 (or 720 marathons, depending on one’s 

choice of record-keeping sources) elsewhere in America, the ones conducted far from 

the glamor of New York's Central Park? There were a record 94 U.S. marathons in 

2011 reporting greater than 1,000 finishers (Running USA). That makes for 

approximately 630 marathons in 2011 with fewer than 1,000 finishers. Given that 

marathons may be staged wherever there is a keen race director willing to organize and 

promote a marathon, it follows that many of these remaining 600-odd marathons take 

place in smaller urban, suburban and even rural settings. 

The 10 largest marathons accounted for 31 percent of the total number of 

marathon finishers in the U.S. and Canada in 2012 (FindMyMarathon.com, 2013), so 69 

percent of the marathoners finished elsewhere. While a medium-sized marathon'’s 

economic impact is well short of the major marathons with international reputations, 

these smaller marathons and their accordingly smaller economic impacts are 

proportional to the place and its local economy. 

 



1d. Understanding Terms: Linking Lubec with sports tourism, economic impact 

and success 

Much of the academic research that contributes to this paper and project makes 

use of two phrases in particular, “economic impact” and “sports tourism.” It is necessary 

to consider both phrases within the context of the much smaller scope of building a rural 

marathon in Maine. These reports were expected to serve as inspiration to build a rural 

marathon, and work toward realizing local economic impact. 

“Economic impact’ (and also "economic development”) are frequently used 

phrases in today’s business metrics, where community leaders seek to understand “how 

a business, project, or special event affects the area's economy.” (Anderson Economic 

Group, 2013). Additionally, “These analyses estimate the employment and/or earnings 

impact of an event, program, project, or institution within a defined geographical area.” 

Twenty years ago, economic impact with respect to sports tourism was defined as the 

“net change in the local economy which can be directly attributable to the staging of a 

particular event.” (Turco & Kelsey, 1992). 

As for “sports tourism,” the International Journal of Event Management Research 

in 2005 credited the financial success of the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, which made a 

surplus of $400 million, as “the catalyst” for more recent research for economic impacts 

of sporting events. Ritchie had suggested in 1984, “The economic impact of (sports) 

events would become a major area of tourism policy.” 

Lessons can be taken from the studies and articles referenced for this paper. 

Further, first-hand evaluation of the shared characteristics of five rural marathons within  



New England, plus a sixth rural marathon in Maritime Canada, provides insights into the 

potential success that the fledgling marathon in Lubec seeks to achieve. 

However, this paper will consider “sports tourism” in a much scaled-down 

context, more akin to the current popularity of “destination marathons” as reasons for 

travel. “Feet on the ground” and “From where?” (that is, how many runners does a 

marathon attract and how geographically diverse is the field) have become the common 

metrics of the more successful destination marathons. As the “easternmost marathon in 

America,” particularly with its two-country feature, the Bay of Fundy International 

Marathon slots into this very specific tourism segment of destination marathons. 

As for “success” itself, this may be measured with respect to marathons in any 

number of ways. For the purposes of this paper, “success” for a marathon lies in terms 

of economic impact in the short term (the week surrounding the race) and community- 

building in the long-term (the years beyond the race). At least, those are the 

expectations of its organizers for the Bay of Fundy International Marathon. Their wishes 

for the marathon line up with Koster, who published “An Evaluation of Community- 

Based Tourism Development: How Theory Intersects with Practice.” Within his study 

Koster noted, “Community-based tourism has come to be understood as a bottom-up 

approach to tourism planning, and development that incorporates local individuals in the 

planning process, in a meaningful way.” 

The Bay of Fundy International Marathon will be a newcomer to the marathon 

map, but it won't miss out on charity fund-raising--one of the more remarkable trends 

within marathoning. Many runners take on the distance with more than just finishing in 

mind, aligning with a charity of their choice (or of the marathon’s choice) so that they  



are, in effect, fund-raising with every step. For some, this means bringing $1,000 or 

more to the registration table. Others have ways of raising 10 times that amount or 

more. 

The concept of running marathons for charity was best described by New York 

Times blogger Liz Robbins in 2010, writing, “The signs of charity seem to be 

everywhere in the marathon these days. On the Internet, social networking sites have 

facilitated fund-raising. On the course, thousands of runners are flanking one another in 

team jerseys advertising the purpose behind their pain.” The issue of marathons with 

charity elements will be revisited later in this paper because the Bay of Fundy 

International Marathon has designated an official charity. How much money is raised in 

Lubec on June 23, 2013, for the Lost Fishermen's Memorial Park Association also will 

be a point of measurement for success for this first-year marathon. Itself a nonprofit, the 

Bay of Fundy International Marathon has aligned with the Road Runners Club of 

America, an umbrella nonprofit for more than 1,400 running clubs and road races 

across the country. 

1e. Research Approach: When committees make a commitment 

The decision to organize a marathon in a small town or rural community is 

often met with the question, “Why?.” A proper answer may be, simply,”"Why not?” For 

the marathon in Lubec, “Why not?” has become a practical response. The idea of luring 

marathoners to Lubec became a reality after the biggest apparent obstacle was 

overcome, that of getting runners across the border to Canada and back into the U.S. A 

series of conversations and approvals from border authorities allowed race planning to  



go forward in earnest. The registration of 268 marathoners with four months remaining 

until race date is clear evidence of a strong, convincing marathon plan. 

With respect to the development of the Bay of Fundy Marathon, as perhaps 

happens in other rural places, few in Lubec are familiar with how to put on a marathon. 

A committee made the commitment to take on the learning curve together. In Lubec’s 

case, four friends sharing a marathon dream back in March 2012 soon became a 

dozen, then expanded to 16 friends and colleagues—to cover 16 key responsibilities and 

more. As months passed, and as local business owners learned more details about 

opportunities to fill hotel beds and restaurant seats, the doubters fell away. However, 

not surprisingly for a first-year event, no potential “presenting sponsor” has come 

forward to date (aside from Tourism New Brunswick with a $3,70 grant).i The marathon 

is seeking an appropriate cash infusion ($5,000, in this case) for a business to become 

the marathon’s presenting sponsor. Yet several other contributions have ranged from 

$500 to $2,000, and organizers continue to believe in the street-value of their event. 

“Next year,” race director John Hough has told the committee, “businesses will be 

asking us to be involved.” 

Marathon committee members in Lubec know they are fortunate to have John 

Hough among their ranks as race director. He is new to the area, having moved from 

New York City two years ago after working for the United Nations Environmental 

Programme for 18 years. There he was in organizational management, specializing in 

long-range project planning. His talents and skills are providing comprehensive 

leadership for the Bay of Fundy International Marathon. He is a person of rare abilities  



living locally. Committee members consider Hough a treasure and resource in their rural 

area. 

As longtime readers of Runner’s World are aware, the magazine embraces 

marathons big and small. In an un-bylined 2009 article, “Best Little Marathons,” the 

magazine reasons: “There are other, smaller marathons that offer a different kind of 

good time. (They) are all in super-scenic locales—from historic state capitals to remote 

state forests, from high desert to tropical island shores. Each has its own charms, such 

as pre-race campfires, mid-race junk-food stops, and bottles of wine to sip at the finish 

line. And with fewer runners, you can expect more individual attention from race 

organizers, aid-station volunteers, and enthusiastic fans.” 

1f. Limitations of This Research: No two marathons are alike 

Comparing marathons for the sake of a formal study cannot properly be done 

within the confines of the 10 weeks allowed for this project. For one matter, there are 

more marathons than can be counted, as shown by the difference in figures offered up 

by experts from both Running USA and MarathonGuide.com. Even if this project's 

primary research focuses on marathons within New England for comparison purposes 

against the Bay of Fundy International Marathon, as an indicator of economic benefit, 

one limitation shines through: No two marathons are alike! That will become obvious for 

readers when the results of primary research are detailed.  



1g. Key Assumptions: A purpose-filled marathon 

A marathon does not have to be a well-established, household name, such as 

New York or Boston, to serve as an example for race directors and organizing 

committees creating new marathons. Even before the Lansing Marathon in Michigan 

held its first event in 2012, its race director talked about the event with confidence, in an 

inspiring manner. “This isn't just a running event; it's a community event,” she told the 

Greater Lansing Business Monthly (2012), in its article “The Economic Impact of 

» « 

Races.” “We're especially reaching out to kids, and to organizations that support kids to 

educate them on being active and healthy." 

That attitude of success has continued to launch marathons across America 

hundreds of times over. An organizing committee may start out short on cash, sponsors 

or volunteers, as the Bay of Fundy International Marathon did with its initial meetings in 

March 2012, some 15 months ahead of its planned date in June 2013. Yet through a 

process of watching, listening, learning, sharing and engaging with others who have 

been through “marathon start-up,” it is indeed possible to build a viable marathon—from 

ground up, to feet-on-the-ground. 

Organizers of the Bay of Fundy International Marathon keep a firm vision in 

mind, as they prepare for their first event: To organize an annual world-class running 

event that promotes running as a healthy lifestyle; stimulates the local economy by 

attracting runners and their families and friends to the area; strengthens ties between 

the U.S. and Canadian communities of Lubec and Campobello; and supports local 

charities.  



1h. Contribution to Research: Building a better knowledge base 

Perhaps there even exists the “loneliness of the long-distance race director,” 

because it is not easy to dream big in a rural place short on resources. For new 

organizing committees looking for a course map for how to start a marathon, particularly 

ones in rural areas where there is not a practical number of potential sponsors, this 

research (and the parallel work undertaken by the Bay of Fundy International Marathon 

committee) could become a resource. It may also develop into an opportunity to confer 

with other rural race directors at Road Race Management's annual Race Directors 

Conference each November in Florida. Over the conference’s 25 years, numerous 

panels and experts have presented on aspects of marathons in general. Yet there is not 

enough attention directed to those trying to build marathons in rural places. 

There are generic manuals for “how to put on a marathon,” available through 

Road Race Management, an industry resource with its annual conference (mentioned 

above), monthly newsletters and specialty publications. Nuts-and-bolts, step-by-step 

guidelines and good advice are both available for the asking, because the community of 

marathon directors and running experts on the national level is jovial and inclusive. 

However, gaining traction for a first-year marathon with both sign-ups and sponsors in 

rural communities is a different game than doing the same in metropolitan areas. 

Moreover, marathon consulting has become its own business segment: Dave 

McGillivray, race director for the B.A A. Boston Marathon since 1988, has maintained a 

reputation as the best-in-the-business for more than 30 years (“McGillivray and his staff 

quickly earned a reputation as detail-minded, safety-oriented and creative thinkers in 

the competitive arena of event management,” notes DMSE Sports.com, his company’s  



website. As president of Dave McGillivray Sports Enterprises, McGilliivray consults with 

numerous new race committees across the country. But in taking his “world-class race 

management” on the road, he travels with a price tag. Many first-time events without a 

serious financial base at an event's outset cannot afford consultants of his stature. 

Therefore, lessons learned from this work will contribute to the knowledge base for 

other marathon directors in rural places. 

(Note: Having made the above comments about Dave McGillivray and his 

consulting, this writer can add from personal experience that McGillivray is also known 

as one of the friendliest people in the running world. He gives freely of his time and 

advice, and has published dozens of how-to columns in industry publications through 

the years. His contributions to the world of triathlon, running and marathon event 

management cannot be understated). 

2. A Literature Review: A mix of the academic and the anecdotal 

The study of sports tourism events has generated a fair amount of literature, 

particularly for professional and spectator sports, such as football’s Super Bowl or the 

Olympics. But there has not been nearly the attention to the study of participatory 

sports, and nearly all of the academic work accessed for this paper focuses on the 

large-scale events. Examples of some much-reviewed “sports tourism” events within 

running are the London Marathon in Britain and the ultra-distance Comrades Marathon 

in South Africa.  



However, Internet searches for research-based studies centered on marathons in 

rural America and Canada, or even marathons with fewer than 300 finishers show that 

such material is virtually nonexistent. Therefore, not all of the formal studies cited in this 

paper's listing of references are completely relevant to the project of building a 

successful rural marathon, although all sources were read with interest. Research on 

the value and benefits of marathons in major metropolitan areas continues to stand as 

the most extensive base of academic work in this field. 

That said, one could spend days reading academia’s counterpart, the more 

casual Internet sources specific to the economic impacts of marathons on their host 

cities. Such material is conveyed largely in newspapers’ extensive coverage, both pre- 

and post-race. Such material may be located through Google searches, including 

Google Scholar, by the combination of words, “marathon” and “economic impact.” The 

articles that turn up in such a search are prolific. 

Still, it was always intended for the more casual portion of research for this paper 

to drill deeper than the hundreds of articles about America’s super-marathons in New 

York, Boston, Chicago, Washington, D.C. and Honolulu. For relevant material on 

marathons in smaller cities or even rural places, enough articles turned up with analysis 

and anecdotal reporting on medium-sized races. It is hoped that even some successful 

aspects from marathons in metropolitan areas can be duplicated in Lubec on a scale 

relative to “rural.” For example: 

o “SLO Marathon’s economic impact was $3 million, race directors say,” from The 

San Luis Obispo Tribune in July, 2012; and  



“Record field for Wineglass Marathon means big economic impact,” from the 

Corning Leader (New York) in September 2011; and 

“St. Jude Memphis Marathon: Running into money--Tourism wins with fast- 

growing charity race,” from The Commercial Appeal in November, 2008. 

With all due respect for these numerous newspaper articles and more, this paper 

acknowledges that true research for this topic lies within academic work. This paper 

references some meaningful studies published since the 1990s, when sports tourism 

was becoming its own growing economic segment. Specifically, the “Canon Triathlon 

World Championships Economic Impact Assessment” report for the Queensland Event 

Corporation in Brisbane, Australia, was published in 1991. Some more recent studies 

are more specific to marathon tourism, such as “Marathons as serious leisure tourism,” 

published in 2010 in Advances in Hospitality and Leisure. Still, in summary of available 

literature for this paper, there is very little academic work found for such a narrow and 

precise a topic as “marathons in rural places.” In a parallel search for more anecdotal 

material, next-day coverage by newspapers of marathons in rural places was also found 

to be thin for this paper's purposes. Therefore, each of the sources—academic or 

anecdotal-was acknowledged with this limitation in mind. 

3. Data and Methodology: Evaluating other small and rural marathons 

One purpose of this research has been to determine whether the Bay of Fundy 

International Marathon is in a position to achieve economic benefit for the town of 

Lubec, Maine. Research for this topic was managed in two ways. Primary research 

consisted of a comparative examination of participation (“sports tourism”) figures of six 
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other marathons, five in New England and a sixth in Maritime Canada. Secondary 

research consisted of extensive reading of current published work on the economic 

impacts of marathons in their localities, within the broader field of sports tourism. The 

question to be addressed: If a first-year marathon is to result in an immediate impact, 

either socially or economically, how would that be reflected in the information presented 

about the marathon? As has been noted, the literature is limited for such “small-town 

races,” so that delving into selected race websites and finish results provided a direct 

means for learning more about Lubec-like marathons. The marathons chosen for 

comparison fit at least three of the characteristics of the Bay of Fundy International 

Marathon, as follows: 

Events taking place in rural places in New England and New Brunswick; 

Events with relatively few finishers (305 or fewer); and 

Events entirely on the road (versus on trails, making for a “traditional marathon 

experience” for the entrants); 

The six marathons selected for this study are: 

The Gansett Marathon in Narragansett, Rhode Island, in April; 

The Fredericton Marathon in Fredericton, New Brunswick, in May; 

The Mad Marathon in Waitsfield, Vermont, in July; 

The New Hampshire Marathon in Bristol, New Hampshire, in September; 

The Myles Standish Marathon in Plymouth, Massachusetts, in November; and 

The Roxbury Marathon in Roxbury, Connecticut, in December.  



Based on computer-generated lists of 2012 results from these six marathons, points of 

analysis were determined, according to how many finishers and from where these 

marathon finishers had traveled--the “Feet on the ground” and “From where?” 

measures. General presumptions included: 

Runners who travel more than 200 miles spend at least one overnight as part of 

their marathon weekend experience, 

Those runners generally spend money in local hotels and restaurants; and 

For runners who bring along family members or friends as spectators, there is 

additional increase in hotel, restaurant and even casual gift-shop spending. 

The newest information available for Bay of Fundy International Marathon also 

was reviewed as a contrast with the six selected races. For the Fundy Marathon, rather 

than “finishers,” the similar category was “entrants,” based on figures as of February 13, 

2013. The other categories of measurement were runners from In-State, runners from 

surrounding New England states, runners from the rest of the states (Other U.S.), 

runners from Canada, and runners from other countries (International). (Note that for 

New Brunswick, the categories have similar but appropriate titles: In-Province, 

Maritimes, Other Canada, United States and International.) 

 



3a. Data gathered from the Gansett Marathon 

(Narragansett, Rhode Island, on April 14, 2012) 

Started in 2011, the Gansett Marathon ready has earned a reputation as “the 

marathoner’s marathon,” because it was initiated by a runner who failed to qualify for 

the Boston Marathon (with its famous time restrictions). This director made his own 

race’s “qualifying times” five minutes faster than Boston’s--and landed airtime on 

National Public Radio. Runner's World Magazine called Gansett “a marathon that's just 

about the running.” 

This Gansett Marathon chart shows: Finishers (109, red); In-State (6, green); New 

England (41, blue); Other USA (57, yellow); Canada (2, purple); and International 

(3, aqua). 

  

2012 Gansett Marathon: Narragansett, Rhode Island 
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3b. Data gathered from the Fredericton Marathon 

(Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada, on May 13, 2012) 

Although a city of 50,000 population, the Fredericton Marathon was included because of 

the rural nature of New Brunswick. Marathons are decidedly fewer in the Maritimes than 

in New England, so there is a strong regional draw. The result is that fewer runners 

spend the night (and spend money). Still, the event means that the provincial 

marathoners don’t have to travel too far for a popular event. 

This Fredericton Marathon chart shows: Finishers (166, red); In-Province (87, 

green); Maritimes (62, blue); Other Canada (9, yellow); USA (5, purple); 

International (0, aqua). 

© 2012 Fredericton Marathon, Fredericton, New Brunswick 
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3c. Data gathered from the Mad Marathon 

(Waitsfield, Vermont, on July 8, 2012) 

This marathon may be the best model for the Fundy event as a summer event in a 

stunning, rural location, the Mad River Valley of central Vermont. Now in its third year, 

the Mad Marathon has dedicated itself to sustainability: The company “1% for the 

Planet” has come forward as a major sponsor. 

This Mad Marathon chart shows: Finishers (271, red); In-state (46, green); New 

England (72, blue); Other US (138, yellow); Canada (14, purple); International (1, 

aqua). 

  

2012 Mad Marathon, Waitsfield, Vermont 
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3d. Data gathered from the New Hampshire Marathon 

(Bristol, New Hampshire, on September 29, 2012) 

As New Hampshire's only marathon, it was a natural draw for runners from 45 states in 

2012. Many of those are among the sub-set of runners on a mission to run marathons in 

all 50 states. Others travel there because it occurs at peak season for foliage. 

This New Hampshire Marathon chart shows: Finishers (305, red); 

In-state (36, green); New England (60, blue); Other US (24, yellow); Canada (4, 

purple); International (1, aqua). 

| 2012 New Hampshire Marathon, Bristol, New Hampshire 
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3e. Data gathered from the Myles Standish Marathon 

(Plymouth, Massachusetts, on November 18, 2012) 

Held for the first time in November, this race had such a relatively large field for a rural 

race largely because of the cancellation of the New York Marathon two weeks earlier. 

Runners like it for its charitable cause, too: Race proceeds were donated to the 

Plymouth Area Coalition Food Pantry. 

This Myles Standish Marathon chart shows: Finishers (279, red); In-State (205, 

green); New England (56, blue); Other US (17, yellow); Canada (1, purple); 

International (0, aqua). 
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3f. Data gathered from the Roxbury Marathon 

(Roxbury, Connecticut, on December 8, 2012) 

This marathon, the 37th, was made for traditional runners. It's part of the bare-bones 

Roxbury Road Race Series, most of which have no entry fee. The marathon had a $15 

entry fee. It attracts largely local runners who support the year-round race series. That 

suggests that actual economic impact for the region near Newtown isn’t noticeable. 

This Roxbury Marathon chart shows: Finishers (88, red); In-State (39, green); New 

England (12, blue); Other US (22, yellow); Canada (1, purple); International (0, 

aqua). 

© 2012 Roxbury Marathon:Roxbury, Connecticut 
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3g. Data gathered from the Bay of Fundy International Marathon 

(Lubec, Maine; first race will be June 23, 2013) 

For a first-year race without a track record, this marathon already has 268 entrants (plus 81 

more in a same-day 10K). They are coming from 32 states and Washington, D.C., five 

Canadian provinces, and Uruguay. Those in the 10K are coming from 12 states, plus D.C. 

This Bay of Fundy International Marathon chart shows: Total entrants (268, red); In- 

State (118, green); New England (34, blue); Other USA (122, blue); Canada (27, 

yellow); and International (1, purple). 

©2013 Bay of Fundy International Marathon: Lubec, Maine | 
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4. Research Results and Analysis: Many successes for many marathons 

What this examination shows is that marathons in rural communities provide a 

dimension of economic impact. Not surprisingly, it happens on a smaller scale than for 

marathons in urban areas. What has become clear through research is that marathons 

may better serve as starting points for capacity-building and leadership in rural 

communities. 

How does one measure success in a marathon? That depends on what the 

organizers set out as their goals early in the planning process. Mostly, success means 

that the money flowed to all the right places. Providing that a marathon covers its 

budget and doesn’t lose money, some examples of positive results are indicated. 

e Runners traveling from afar: Consider what the Bangor Daily News said 

about the Mount Desert Island Marathon and its 1,200 runners in 2012: 

"The list of participants has an eclectic feel, with all 50 states, nine 

Canadian provinces and several other countries represented.” 

Runners fund-raising for charity: Organizers of the New Hampshire 

Marathon had modest ambitions of donating to three area child-care 

agencies. In the 2012 race with 185 finishers, they were able to divide 

$11,000 among the three race “partners.” That may not sound substantial 

to those beyond Bristol, New Hampshire, but local organizers achieved 

their goals and met with success. 

Runners spending locally: A marathon that brings in 100 runners from 

outside the region will result in a modest return, particularly in the race’s 

early years. In the case of the Bay of Fundy International Marathon,  



organizers need to look locally for an example of positive spending during 

a special event. Nearly 10 years ago, the Cobscook Bay Area Chamber of 

Commerce organized the first Downeast Spring Birding Festival. The 

occasion drew 100 birders from 17 states. A post-event survey showed 

that each participant spent in excess of $400 locally (for lodging, food, 

incidentals, etc.) during their Memorial Day weekend experience (Cassidy, 

20095). It is not unreasonable for the Fundy Marathon organizers to 

anticipate similar spending from the marathon crowd—three times over 

(based on 300 runners). 

Tourism and image-building opportunities await rural communities that believe in 

themselves enough to establish a marathon. Because nearly every city has a marathon 

by now, and the larger markets for marathons are well saturated, the room for growth is 

found in smaller towns. (Abboud, 2012). Missoula, Montana, is an example of how a 

marathon can change a rural place for the better. Started in 2006, and named in 2010 

the Best Overall Marathon in the country by Runner's World Magazine, the race in the 

next year “doubled in size, bringing thousands of runners, walkers and spectators to the 

community,” according to the Missoula mayor. “The University of Montana's Business 

School did a study on the economic impact of the event, and found it pumped $1.3 

million into the community.” (Missoula Marathon). Consequently, the Missoula Marathon 

was chosen as the Montana Tourism Event of the Year for 2011. 

Obviously, the most popular marker of “successful marathons” is the economic 

benefit reaped by the hosting municipality. Yet other positive outcomes also emerge 

from marathon events that are not measured in money. According the Australian  



researchers Walo, Bull and Breen (1996), “Many local special events would not be 

viable without the assistance of volunteers in planning, organizing, marketing and 

production. These activities can create significant, long lasting contributions to the 

development of the local community.” Sometimes, too, “benefit” and “good” can be 

accomplished on a very individual scale (and enough positive results through one-on- 

one contacts, make for a community-wide buzz). People remember, “How you made 

them feel” after an exchange. All of the community-minded impressions with groups and 

individuals, as they become involved and included in a project as big as the planning 

and staging of a marathon, can collectively result in goodwill and good intentions 

throughout a town. 

5. Project Conclusions: Building a marathon so they will come 

Running in America has been transformed in the last 40 years from a hobby- 

sport (“jogging”) to an entire industry. However, this project has demonstrated that there 

is relatively little published about the economic impact of marathons in rural places, 

either academically or anecdotally. The written word about marathons is largely 

promotional, aimed at runners who read Runner's World, Running Times, and for the 

very focused, Marathon and Beyond. A second category of marathon-related resources 

is that designed for race directors online, and there are multiple Internet websites for 

race-directing resources. Professional conferences are the third category of information- 

transmission; while road races are for runners, professional conferences are for road 

race and marathon directors.  



Clearly, communities benefit where marathons take place. Positive economic 

figures (“heads in beds,” in tourism jargon) can result when hundreds of runners 

descend on a town or city. Even if the numbers don’t end up achieving a 

substantial economic impact on the host community, there is benefit in the intangible 

impacts, as well. What is now needed is material for the benefit of “small races in small 

places’for those with interest and inclination to organize marathons, rather than just 

run them. If one would take purely an academic approach to analyze rural marathons 

and their potential, one would recommend that further examination be undertaken to 

better understand the impacts on local economies where smaller marathons are staged 

in rural areas. 

Realistically, an academic study may have less practicality than a presentation in 

a conference setting, like those offered by both Running USA and Road Race 

Management. Marathon directors have become their own contemporary community, in 

which relationships go back 25 and 30 years. Race directors who have run each other's 

races for decades have “gotten by” without a base of refined literature. Instead, the 

spoken word—conversations at these conferences—is how the best advice is gained for 

how to put on a marathon—rural or otherwise. Community leaders or would-be race 

organizers in rural communities would do well to conduct their planning and pre-event 

research through first-hand conversations with their colleagues, who have already 

experienced successes with their events.  
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7a. Appendix I: Marathon Fact Sheet 

7b. Appendix lI: Letter of Invitation to Maine Governor 

7c. Appendix lll. Letter of 501(c)3 status with Road Runners Club of America 

Bay of Fundy International Marathon and 10K 

bayoffundymarathon.com 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 -- from Lubec to Campobello and back 
Co-chairs: Sue Keef (CAN, 506-752-2300) and Katherine Cassidy (USA, 207-733-4648) 

-- As of Thursday, February 14, we have 271 runners registered in the marathon, and 

81 more in the 10K. They are coming from five Canadian provinces (New Brunswick, 

Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Quebec and Ontario); 32 states plus Washington, 

D.C., and Uruguay. We expect on the day (four months away) to have 300 in the 

marathon and 150 in the 10K. Our aim is to grow annually to as many as 2,000 runners 

(our field target) by our fifth year. 

-- The Bay of Fundy International Marathon is a two-country, cross-border marathon, 

linking Lubec, Maine, with Campobello Island, New Brunswick. It's just the third 

marathon that crosses between USA and Canada. The others were established about 

30 years ago, Detroit Free Press International Marathon (Windsor, Ont. to Detroit) and 

the Niagara Falls International Marathon (Niagara Falls, NY, to Niagara Falls, Ont.). 

(Notably, a local shorter race each International Festival in August, the Johnson's 5- 

Mile, crosses from Calais to St. Stephen and returns--also for nearly 30 years). 

-- We believe this marathon could be transformative for our region. Our marathon 

objectives are three-fold: 

1) providing local economic benefit; 

2) promoting healthy and active lifestyles; 

3) building cooperation and collaboration between Campobello and Lubec. 

-- In January we welcomed Tourism New Brunswick as our first major event 

sponsor. We are appreciative of Tourism New Brunswick's $3,700 grant and 

recognition that the marathon will support and encourage healthy, active lifestyles for 

Campobello residents, from youth to seniors. 

-- Our event is a collaboration of two non-profits on either side of the border: the 

Campobello Tourism Association, and a Lubec-based group affiliated with umbrella 

501(c)3 Road Runners Club of America. Our international working committee has 

members from both Lubec and Campobello, and our meetings alternate between Lubec 

and Campobello.  



HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
2 STATE HOUSE STATION 

AUGUSTA. MAINE 04333-0002 

(207) 287-1400 

. ; . TTY: (207) 287-4469 
Katherine W. Cassidy ; 

5 Somersville 

Lubec, ME 04652 

Phone: (207) 733-4648 

E-Mail: kcaugusta@gmail.com 

February 7, 2013 

Honorable Paul R. LePage 
Governor of Maine 

1 State House Station 

Augusta, Maine 04333 

Dear Governor LePage, 

Thank you for specifically speaking about Washington County in your State of the State address Tuesday 

evening. It is good to know that you and I have the shared goal of growing Washington County’s economy, 

creating more jobs and improving the overall quality of life. 

I represent Cutler, Eastport, Lubec, Machias, Machiasport, Roque Bluffs, Trescott Township, and Whiting in 

the Maine House. I’m proud to say that the people who live in my district and all over the county are 

hardworking, creative and entrepreneurial. 

In fact, | want to invite you to witness an example of our efforts to use our entrepreneurial spirit and boost 

Washington County’s economy. I am the founder of the Bay of Fundy International Marathon, a unique race 

with a course that takes runners from Lubec into Campobello Island, New Brunswick and back to finish on 

Lubec’s waterfront. This year so far we have more than 250 people from 32 states, five provinces and 

Washington, D.C. registered to run on Sunday, June 23. The website is www.bayoffundymarathon.com. 

We organized this modest event to raise our county’s profile, draw in more customers for local businesses and 

lay the foundation for economic growth. It would mean a great deal to us to have our governor promoting 

Washington County and encouraging us to build toward future successes. And while you are here I would be 

happy to assemble a group of local leaders to meet with you on how we can improve economic outcomes for 

the Downeast region. 

Thank you for your time and attention. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

f " 
| 

\ 4 3 on 4 

Katherine Cassidy 
State Representative 

District 32 Cutler, Eastport, Lubec, Machias, Machiasport, Roque Bluffs and Whiting, plus the unorganized 

territory of Trescott Township 
Printed on recycled paper   

   



  

  

RRCA 
ROAD RUNNERS CLUB OF AMERICA 

W 

ROAD RUNNERS CLUB OF AMERICA 
1501 Lee Hwy, Ste 140 
Arlington, VA 22209 

703.525.3890 
703.525.3891 (fax) 

January 22, 2013 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Bay of Fundy International Marathon, EIN 46-1618014. a 501(c)3 organization through the Road 
Runners Club of America group exemption status with the IRS. Below are two important 
excerpts from the http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p4573.pdf that clearly outlines the 
procedure for group exemption letters and verifying subordinate organizations under the group 
exemption ruling: 

1. What is a group exemption letter? The IRS sometimes recognizes a group of 
organizations as tax exempt if they are affiliated with a central organization. This avoids 
the need for each of the organizations to apply for the exemption individually. A group 
exemption letter has the same effect as an individual exemption letter except that it 
applies to more than one organization. 

Please see the accompanying copy of the RRCA’s group exemption letter from the 
IRS. 

How do I verify that an organization is included as a subordinate in a group 
exemption ruling? The central organization that holds a group exemption (rather than 
the IRS) determines which organizations are included as subordinates under its group 
exemption ruling. Therefore, you can verify that an organization is a subordinate under a 
group exemption ruling by consulting the official subordinate listing approved by the 
central organization or by contacting the central organization directly. You may use 
either method to verify that an organization is a subordinate under a group exemption 
ruling. 

This letter is to serve as official verification as outlined by the IRS that the organization 
referenced above is a nonprofit organization under the RRCA’s group exemption (Group 
Exemption #2702) with the IRS. 

If you need further information to verify the status, please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

me. 

Jean Knaack 

Executive Director 

We Run the Nation! 

www.RRCA.org  


